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LESSONS

IN

SIMPLE, SENSIBLE WRITING.

Number One.
of improving
your writing at home ? If so,
it would he well before beginning the practice of this

RE you desirous

series

to

refer

to

the

first

accom]tanying i)late with a view of discovering what is wrong with your work and
deciding what is necessary to improve it. You
are to be your own physician and must diagnose your own writing symptoms. By removing the causes of poorness in your writing it
will be much easier to learn the easiest way.
The first line is evidence of too much finger
movement and not enough arm power and
speed. Tiie second line evidences too little
tliree lines of the

control and too much carelessness. The third
line indicates equality in form and freedom.
AVhicli of these does your writing resemble?
If the first, you need to drill rapidly upon
movement exercises with the arm movement.
If the second, you need to study form and
jiractice carefully the exercises, elements,
jirinciples, letters, and words herewith given.
healthful position of the body should be
maintained, much the same as when eating
The holder should point
if you eat properly.
somewhere aVjove the elbow, and may be held
between the thumb and first and second finders
as customary, or between the first and second

A

lingers

and thumb.

The holder should be

of

wood or rubber,

The pen should be
medium course and smooth-pointed. The
good

size,

and

straight.

])aper should be of

The elbows may

good

(juality.

upon the edge

of the
the edge. The bottom of the
paper should be held somewhere near an
angle of 20° with that of the edge of the table
(about half-way between being parallel with
the desk or forearm).
There are three principal modes of writing,
table

or

rest

off

known as Finger movement. Arm movement,
and Combined movement. The first employs
mainly the fingers and muscles of the forearm, and is of greatest value in doing slow,
careful, accurate writing, being too tiring and
limited in ca])acity to use advantageously in
rapid, continuous writing. The second (by
some termed muscular movement) employs
mainly the arm and muscles of the shoulder,
and is of greatest value in doing large, rapid,
reckless writing, being too uncontrollable for
careful, systematic accounting.
The third is
a union of the two first named, and is used by
most jieople in general and by most experts
in particular.
It is a com])romise between
the other two extreme movements.
The Combined movement is the one recommended in these lessons because it is the
most serviceable, and yields most readily to
the dictates of the will.
J>y it form and
FREEDOM, the two chief essentials of a good
handwriting, go hand in hand. In the proportion that you go to excess in finger or arm

movement

will you and your writing suffer.
In the proportion that you employ all the
machinery of the hand, arm, and shoulder
will you be able to write advantageously.

The arm may

rest

and

roll freely

on the

muscle in front of the elbow, and the hand
may rest, roll, and glide ou the end or side of
the little finger.
The little finger should
serve as a rest and center of control. It should

more freely in making the up strokes of
small letters than in making the down strokes.
The fingers need act but little, as their chief
duty is to hold the ]>en. The two chief rests
and mediums of control are the iiuiscles near
the elbow and the little finger. The pisiform
bone may touch the paper, but it should not
slip

impede freedom of action.
To cultivate freedom and gain control of the
arm and shoulder muscles, practice the forms
found

in the first three

making the larger ones
of one hun(lre<l

groups of exercises,
at a rate of

upwards

down

strokes per minute (two
or three hundred strokes per minute is not
too fast for those who desire to be come expert in rapidity).
Do not use the fingers at
all in the large forms.
In the elements
fourth group (straight line, right and left
curves)
and in the following group of principles (lower, upper, and double tiirns), the
little finger should slip freely in making the
up strokes and glide less freely in making the
down strokes. This is true of nearly all short
In all such low, wide exercises and
letters.
forms, the forearm should serve as a radius,
the center of which is the elbow. The latter
should serve as the chief center of movement
and the forearm should be the chief lever.
In such letters as i, u, n, m, x, v, and w,
the movement should be quite regular and
uniform, and free from jerks and sudden

—

—

The movement should be nearly all
forearm and apparently easy, being neither
very slow nor very fast until a fair form and
The v and w
free movement is acquired.
will recpiire a slight pause in their finishing.
stops.

The chief requisites of legibility in these letters are that a nice distinction should be made
between turns and angles in the letters and
s[)aces

between the

letters.

Never

loo])

the

finishing parts of v and w, nor dro|i to the
line with their endings, as they then resemble
e's.

Make your

n's

round on top and your
number of angles and
always produce them

u's angular. Count the
tui'us in each letter, and

Place the dot right over the

in writing.

do not dot

it

i,

or

at all.

In e, c, 0, and a, the movement is more cirAlways make your e
cular and less direct.
full (so as not to resemble an i), and close
y(uir o at the top (so it will not look like v),
and never drop to the line with the finish of
For the same
the o, as it then resembles a.
reason always drop to the line with the last
Place
j)art of a, so it will not resemble an o.
a good hook on the c and curve it well, so it
Make the <> with
will not be taken f<u- an i.
a (piick circular action ui the hand with the
little finger serving as the center of control.
The a cannot be made quite as (juickly as the

rik^iMi.
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more

e or c, because there is

of

it

more complex.

ning on each individual letter. The letters
in the boxes are for careful study. The others
You must take
are for study and practice.
one thing at a time and fill ]»ages of it before
attempting something else. Remember that
repetition is the key to acquisition. You must
persevere if you wish to propel the pen
masterfully.

The figures must be studied carefully, as
they differ somewhat from the orthodox standard fanciful forms. Use the fingers a little
more than in the letters. About a third each
of

finger,

hand,

and

forearm

movement.

are small, complex, and detached, the fingers may act most. Where forms
are uniform and connective, as in u, n, etc.,
the arm may act most. Have you not judgment to tell you when to use the one and
when the other after your attention has been
believe you have.
called to the matter?

Where forms

"

We

unnecessary. The last
group of words and figures are given to illustrate common faults or tendencies and to warn
the reckless and careless. If anyone thinks
" figgers won't lie," let him look at the last
line and correct his thinking before St. Peter
gives him a pointer or two.
Learning to write is much like learning

Further comment

is

anything else so skillful and tedious.
patient, intelligent ])ractice

It

and time.

means
Writ-

Asa means

of expression
It is not a fine art in
it is a mechanical art.
For the more beautiful
this sense of service.
as a vehicle
serviceable
less
the
becomes,
it

ing

is

a useful

art.

for thought.
If you want a practical hand, be content
with plainness and swiftness. If you want an
ornamental hand, be content with beauty and
moderate speed. You cannot write both beautifully and rapidly for a considerable length
For that reason we recommend that
of time.
you be content with a simple, serviceable
hand for every-day use. To that aim and end
we present these simple, plain, easy, rapid
forms for your consideration and adoption.

— F YOU

are interested in Portraiteither pencil, charcoal,
crayon, or pen and ink, we will
gladly send you four 8{)ecimen
pages from our new book entitled " Portraiture," with circular telling what otliers think
and say about it. You do not know what a
valuable and artistic book it is or you would
It is not
dout)tle88 have had it before this.
too late now.
ure,

SPECIMENS RECEIVED.

and because

Make

a slight pause
it
at the shoulder of the r, but make the s
(juickly and curve the down stroke considerably. "You uuist learn to recognize the fact
that not all forms can be made with^ the same
movement nor in the same time. There are
natural pauses and differences in execution in
writing, as in uttering sounds and speaking.
The fingers may act more in a to advantage
than in any of the other letters thus far given.
Practice" some of the exercises before beginis

PAGE of very creditable orna-

mental writing has been received from G. L. Caskey, penman in the Seminary Business

College,

He

has

Buckhannon, W. Va.
in him to become one

it

of the finest in the land. He attended the Zanerian last summer and recently wrote It has
long been my pui-pose to attend
:

your school sometime in the future and stay uiuil
I can put up a page that will suit me.

The school here
W_. S.

Ashby,

in a flourishing condition.
Zanerianistically,
G. L. Caskey.

is

penman

in

Bowling Green (Ky.)

Business College, writes a rapid business hand
which, if tnost persons possessed, they would be
very glad to let it pass out as their best artistic
style.
It is free, uniform, strong, clear-cut and
graceful.

Our old friend and pupil, A. C. Swenson, penman
in Cheshire (Conn.) Academy, writes a very sensible
business style.
Three solid pages very closely
written, recently received from him, prove his
ability to make a page appear decidedly businesslike.

Mr. G. S. McClure, principal of the High School
Commercial Department, of the public schools of
Tyrone, Pa., writes a vertical hand which is so free
and easy, legible and uniform, that we feel sure
there are any number of slant writers who would
be glad to swap business hands with him — if they
could.

Mr. A. C. Ives, proprietor and penman of the
(N. Y.) Business College
we should
say school, for they are not allowed to use the word
college in that State unless they are worth a big
sum of money writes the Zanerian Simplified
hand in its unadulterated form. He not only writes
it well, but teaches it.
A very beautifully written page in the artistic
style has been received from J. B. Murphy, who is
connected with the American Investment Guaranty
Co., of Chicago, 111.
We have received so many specimens that are
worthy of notice that we can make mention of a
very small part of them in this issue. Those who
have sent specimens must not feel slighted lack of
room alone prvented mention being made. Continue to send in your specimens — business writing,
artistic writing, roundhand, flourishing, drawing,
lettering, etc., — and we will get around lo all of
you sometime.

—

Watertown

—

:

£

XTEEMEs seem

to

be the ten-

dency of many. Some insist
on writing and teaching (inly
very slanting characters.

A

on no slant for

all.

few

insist

Of course the true way is to
teach as many slants as tliere
are individuals, or at least as many slants as
there are degrees in a quarter of a circle.
In movement we find the same tendency.
Because many use the finger movement to
excess (chiefly because they have never had
the time and opportunity to learn any other)
many conclude that it is dangerous to u.se the
fingers, and advise only the use of the arm in
writing. They do not seem to be able to

realize that fingers and hand were made for
Either the Alaction tlie same as the arm.
mighty has made a serious mistake in evolving
the anatoiuy of the hand and arm, or these
While we do not profess to
teachers have.
be orthodox in our religion, we still believe
the Almighty made no mistake in creating
fingers and adapting them to the service of

.
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10
writing.

It is just as foolish to try to write

without the aid of the arm as it is to endeavor
Any
to write without the aid of the fingers.
anatomist will inform you that the law of
movement as revealed in the construction and
mechanism of the hand and arm is that of
co-operation, the same as that wliich pertains
to the whole body.
The attempt to write with one movement or
with the machinery of the arm only, is not in
accord with nature and will ultimately be
considered wrong by all, as it is already by
progressive teachers and intelligent people.
There is but one true, lasting method of writing, and that is the one in which all the muscles of the arm co-operate to make writing
legible, rapid,

and easy.

LESSONS

IN

PRACTICAL LETTERING —NUMBER ONE.

HE materiaIjS
are good

for this ])ractice

writing ]>a])er or

cardboard. Sounecken broad
pointed pens, No. 1, for beginning; cork-tii>i)ed, wooden, or rubber holder (good
size); and India or engrossing ink (Zanerian India Ink is best.)
The holder should be held more nearly perpendicular than in writing and more firmly.
The movement must be "slow but sure,"
principally of the hand and wrist, the hand
resting securely upon the side. The hand
should not slip freely as in writing, but rather
slowly and but slightly. The lingers should
aid in the execution of the letters, but should
not do all of the work.
The paper must be held at such an angle as
seems best suited to the pen and person.
Some hold it as in writing, others parallel
with the desk, and others somewhere between
these positions.

Since the last issue of the Penman and Artist has
been puhlished the following named Zanerians

haTe been married
Bert. F. Wilson, of the College of Commerce of
Grand Forks, N. Dakota, to Nellie A. Cooper, of
Conway, Iowa, on December 29.
C. W. Strickler, of Columbus, O., to Anna M.
Shaub, of Millersville, Pa., on December 15.
Mary E. Garber, of Mt. Joy, Pa., to Gideon C
Miller, of Columbia, Pa., on November 10.

Our congratulations.

ERTTCAL WRITING has i)roven to
be far more rational than was
It has more
at iirst supposed.
than held

its

own

against the

It will no doubt
foe.
serve as the standard slant for
primary instruction, and as a

slant

compromise

for forward or

backward writing.

many suppose, an extreme slant,
but a happy medium between the extremes of
slant at which writing may be written.
It is not, as

Viewed in this light, it is a uujst practical
and timely reform. It should be taught to
children, as it is easiest, plainest, and most
natural for them.

It

should be taught to

until inclinations are developed to slant
forward or backward, at which tiiue a change
may be affected to suit each individual. For,
after all, slant or no slant is an unimportant
essential in writing, except as it becomes extremely slanting, as it then becomes less legiSo long as writing slants
ble and ])ractical.
but little there is but little or no difference in
its reading anil writing qualities, as forms

them

may slant forward or
plain, equally rapid,
One person may
person some other

backward and be equally
and e<jually easy.

one slant, another
In this particular
vertical writing is a benificent reform because
it proi)Oses to adapt slant to the individual,
and not the individual to any one arbitrary
slant as heretofore.

i)refer
slant.

Good work is what we
no one way of doing

are after and there
Adopt,
it for all.
adapt, and develop any means of execution
just so it trends toward and leads to the end
you are desiring.
Dip ink often and sparingly, usually once
You must learn to be patient
for each letter.
with new pens unt^l the oil is worked off and
the ink adheres uniformly. The ink may be
used in its pure state or it may be diluted as
in the ink used for round hand.
This alphabet is the nearest approach to
the Roman that we have ever seen made with
a broad pen. For that reason it is absolutely
legible, almost as plain as the regular R iman,
and that is acknowledged as the uu)st legible.
The reason of this pronounced legibility is in
the strongly contrasted curved and straight
An alphabet that employs curves and
lines.
straight lines is uu)re ai)t to be legible than
one that is made of almost entirely one or the
other.
The paper uuiy be held straight with the
If you
ilesk, or as usually held in writing.
have difficulty in securing imif<u-iii perpendicular slant it will be well to hold the ]>aper
This position of the
parallel with the desk.
jiajter will cause the wrist to be somewhat
twisted as the |)en holder will have to point
directly toward the body.
The point of the i)en must be held luu-i/.tuitally in most letters, but in such as c and ^4 it
must be shifted to suit the stroke. The light
lines may be made with the broad pen oi- with
a common pen. The L/^ is probably the most
difficult to make with tlie l)roa(l pen alone.
In outlining " Broad-pen Konuui," use a
common pen and kee[i an eijual distance from
the letter, for it is the white space between
the outline and the letter that is observed
rather than the line. The word "complimentary" was shaded with a No. 30 Soennecken doul)le pointed pen. Of course the
is
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ANNOUNCEMENTS.
E

LESSONS

been quite liberal with
our free sample copies. Most
of you who receive a copy of

number now know

quite
well the character of our journal.
Quite a number of addresses on our lists will now
aim to mail but
be dropped entirely.
two or three sample copies to each address,
and if they do not bring a subscription we
prefer to try another address; for we know
that many i)ersons are anxious to take such a
receive many letters with subjournal.
scriptions from persons who have received
but one copy stating that they did not know
we publish such a paper or they would have
been subscribers long ago.

We

We

During our week's

vacation in A]iril our

rooms were thoroughly cleaned and the walls
newly papered throughout. Our art department was also enlarged and a number of new
drawings by the great masters hung on the
walls.

HEX

the subscription price of
Artist was
10 cents a year many conscientious jiersons sent a
(piarter, saying that their
moral sense did not allow
them to send only a measly"
dime. It was worth a quarter then and it is
worth a dollar now, but we wish none to send
nu)re than 25 cents for a year's subscription.
We want the subscription, however, of every
one interested in penmanship. Nothing encourages the publishers more than subscriptions, and plenty of them.
Now is the time
to subscribe.
Do not let the sharp needle of
compunction prick your conscience by neglecting.
You know you ought to take it, and
that if you do not you will regret it.
In a
short time
after you have missed a number
or two
you will want a complete tile, and
then, in all probability, the back numbers
cannot be had at any price.

The Penman and

'

'

—

We have our number named, and whenever
our subscription list reaches that number,
then The Penman and Artist shall become a
monthly.
Mr. W. S.Vance, Springport, Tnd., writes:
" I go t9)-night to Indianapolis to enlist in the
Fourth Regiment Band.
Kemember the
Maine "
'

!

Good

SIMPLE, SENSIBLE WRITING.

HAVE

this

—

IN

'

for you,

young

patriot.

Not only

avenge the treacherous destruction of the
Maine, but free Cuba of Spanish rule.
May
you return in safety with the consciousness of
having served in the liberation and elevation
of the struggling patriots of Cuba.

Number Two.

EAR

in mind the fact that if you
desire to improve your writing as regards the forms of
the letters and the methods of
their execution you must cultivate the use and gain control of the muscles of the arm.
By so doing your writing will be less tiring in
execution and more uniform in height. But
by the cultivation of the arm movement we
do not mean that the muscles of the arm shall
be used to the exclusion of those of the hand,
but rather that they should be used conjointly
with them. The new way of doing nearly all
things, and the true way, is that of co-operaThe same is true of
tion, of association.
writing. The muscles of the hand, arm, and
shoulder can act together better than separately.
The idea that it is best to write without the aid of the lingers is as erroneous as it
is that you shall talk without the aid of the
lips.
Use, therefore, all the ])owers that
nature has so bountifully supplied you with,
and use them wisely and gotid writing will
follow.
Use good common sense and not some
depend upon yourself more
vague theory
and upon others less, and you will succeed
better than if you have but little confidence in
your own powers and too much in oilu-rs.
There is a certain part that yon alone can do,
and no one else can do it for you. You alone
can do the practicing. If you can do your
own thinking so much the better.
It is so
much more desirable to be master than monkey that you cannot afford to let others do for
you that which you owe it to your man or
womanhood to do for yourselves.
These lessons are but aids, they offer but
suggestions, you must ap])ly tiieiu and use

—

judg.iient,

good judgment,

The preliminary

in so doing.
exercises are for the i)ur-

pose of cultivating arm movement, freedom,
The fingers need to be used but
little, a little action is desirable, but as a rule
you will be inclined to use them to excess.
Remember that excessive finger action is objectionable just the same as excessive arm

and control.

action.

Before beginning the practice of the t or
any other form, study carefully, critically,
minutely, the large form so that you are
familiar with its proportion, height, width,
shape, turns, angles, crossings, etc. Fasten it
in your mintl and then proceed to the practicing of

it

freely

and small,

first

singly and

After practicing some time in
this manner, until you have made some progress, proceed to the next, the one with wide
8j)acing between the letters.
Kee]) well in
mind that if you wish to write freely you
must ])ractice freely at all times. Learn to
look for and find, and then correct mistakes.
then joined.

Be your own

critic.

Next take up

a

word

.
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and write it with wide spacing. The object
of this wide spacing is to gain control of the
arm movement. After practicing wide spaceing a while proceed to the normal spacing as
in actual writing, such as
line of each letter.

is

given in the third

In connecting the t the pen may Ije raised
Some
or kept on the paper as you prefer.
prefer to raise the pen and others do not. As
it may be made successfully either way it is
not well for us to insist that it shall be made
one way or the other, so long, at least, as we
cannot discover any material difference.
The h should l)e made without lifting the
pen, either singly or joined. Use a strong,
free movement, causing the little linger to slip
freely in making up strokes.
The k is much like the h and will therefore
involve similar movements. Notice the fact
that the style given has in it two straight

making it simple in execution and unmistakable in reading.
The d and g are not unlike the a in form
and movement, extending above or below the
head or base lines. The pen may be raised
in the d as in t or it may be made without.
Raise the pen in writing gun, luit you need
not in the word gag unless you choose.
The q may be made without raising the pen.
The p resembles the reversed d and may be
made by raising the pen or without, as you
Make oval quickly.
prefer.
The j and y are much the same, and require
Use quite a rolling
but little linger action.
movement in z, 1, and b, and keep the crossing low in the 1 and b, and the loops full.
Do not loop last part of b or it will look like
The aim in these letters is to keep the
le.
loops full and high enough so they will not
be confounded with e.
The three lines following the f show very
lines,

"

common

errors

and effectively the
which one should endeavor to avoid. If you
will always make angles where there should
be anglesj turns where there should be turns,
and loops where there should be loops your

clearly

writing will easily read.
Next to the last group of words indicate
that there are more ways than one to write
many words correctly. Note the many modifications.

The wide spacing, final paragraph, is a
good one to practice. If you wish to develop
strength and freedom this will do it, providing that you see to it that the leverage centers
at and proceeds from the elbow.
Remember that skill can be acquired only
by well directed repetition. You must do a
thing over and over many times before you
can expect to do it well. If you wish freedom you must practice freely. If you wish
good form you must observe closely and practice carefully.

The

fact is that

he who writes with care

at

times soon learns to write well. The best
of us can write poorly enough when we cease
to write carefully.
Bear in mind that writing becomes illegible

all

from failure to consider seriously the causes
of illegibility rather than from lack of real
skill
Loopless I's and looped t's are two of
the most common causes of illegibility.
Failure to place the crossing of the t where it l)eIt is better to omit the
longs, is another.
cross altogether than to place it over or across
the wrong letter as in the word little, followAning the f in the accompanying plate.
other cause of illegibility in writing is the
failure to loop the e and to place the dot of
The failure to
the i right over the letter.
close the o and the narrowing of the v are
other causes of annoyance in reading writing.
The looped d, unless made well, looks like cl
or like an o with a flourish.
These are the things that make writing
illegible and not lack of skill as many suppose.
Too frequently a pupil's attention
is concentrated upon the beauty of the letter
and not enough upon its legilile qualities.
For writing may be homely yet legible, or
In fact it is not improbskillful yet illegible.
alile that homely writing, like hoiuely people,
is most useful.
This does not mean that you
shall strive to write unbecomingly, but instead
characteristically. Let your writing be legible
and beautiful in its simplicity, and in the
strength of character it reflects. Beauty is
all right in its place, but it is all wrong in the
business of expressing thought as a vehicle
of expressing ideas or recording facts.

PATRIOTIC ALPHABET.

HESE

are days

of

patriotism

and of education.

To many

thousands patriotism now has
a new meaning. Before it
was thought of; now it is felt.
War is a great though terrible

educator.

It

makes

maps, histories, and geographies.
It compels one to take an interest
It
in his country that he never ilid before.
stirs the soul of every man and woman as only
war can. While it engages the attention of
the statesman and warrior, it also moves the
pen of the author, the tongue of the orator,
and busies the artist. In times of war the
work of the artist is equally important as that
Pictures often tell more than
of the author.

men hunt

their

words.

When this great wave of patriotism struck
Zaner it almost instantly caused him to produce a patriotic alphabet. This alphabet, conceived and executed while iiis soul was on fire,
is certainly one of his most striking and original efl'orts. AI)ove the alj)habet our national
bird, the American eagle, prouilly holds the
American flag. Do not fail to see this gem. It
will ajtpear in the next issue of The Penman

and

Artist.

A

WORD FOR THE

ZANERIAN.

Portland, Me., March 30, 1898.
I am very busy this spring getting: out work of
success I am as a penman I
little
What
all kinds.
think I owe in a large measure to my two month's
C. H. Jenkins,
instruction in the Zanerian.
With Shaw Business College.

M^^M

^ikcws;.
mind that good, legible forms are
desired and essential in the service of expressing and recording thought. As a means of
doing this easily and quickly, skill of hand
and arm are necessary.
And skill involves a
certain amount and kind of training.
How
this dexterity shall be acquired is a much
disputed question. Whether it shall be secured
by doing actual writing in a careful manner,
followed by criticisms, or by thoughtful practice upon exercises, letters, words, and sentences, is at the present time, with the average
thoughtful teacher, a most important and
perplexing question.
Of course many penmen of moderate education, and others of well developed prejudices, are able to brush the question aside and
declare the old way the best and the only
Enthusiasts of movement fly
practical one.
up in a minute, like a chicken with its head
cut otf if you suggest the possibility of learning to write well without extensive movement
exercises and vigorous drills on the same.
On the other hand, many educators of unquestioned learning and good sense declare that
the practice of writing without the expression
of thought is not only useless but positively
injurious.
The old A-B-C method of teaching reading,
the old multiplication method of teaching
arithmetic, and the parsing and rule-committing methods of teacliing grammar have given
stantly in

I-Si^r.'

'^

%.f

0:'
r.

,

«
a*'

The above is a reduction from the finished
drawing, the same that the large illustration
was made from, and is given to show how
photo-engraving changes the size but retains
the character of the picture.

—

is

F.,

good.

—

Detail too strong in log
J. P., Kas.
cabin. Background to the rose is too cho])ped
and spotted. Slaadow too strong about mouth
of young man.
Shadow on old man's cheek
is too strong
looks like a hole. Efl'ects not
centralized in corn design. You are doing
.J.

—

splendid work.

LESSONS

IN

more modern,

to

practical,

No

and humane

one now thinks that the old
was or is better than the new. The question
is, may we not do away with much, at least,
of the old analytical and of the present movemethods.

We

CRITICISMS.

Minn.
Your pencil and pen
drawings from objects are above the average.
You have the right idea and you are acquiring
the right method. The perspective top of
the bench is a little off, but the general elfect
A. L.

way

Send some more.

SIMPLE, SENSIBLE WRITING.

Number Three.

ANY have

gone, and others
are still going to extremes
in the matter of movement
in teaching writing and in
learning to write. While

ment methods of teaching writing?
believe we can, and our beliefs have a more
solid foundation than when we believed in the
old ^and to some, present
order of teaching-

—

—

writing.

You, as a rule, are not yet prepared to receive
our thoughts and methods entirely in their
new form, but as a stej) in that direction we
present herewith a few simple exercises and a
number of simple letters for your ])ractice,
consitleration,

As

and

use.

how much time you

shall give to the
practice of exercises and letters, in projiortion
to the time given to the words and sentences,
depends upon the purpose of your training
and your individual inclinations. If you wish
to learn to write freely you should practice
freely.
If you wish to write witli a large
proportion of arm movement you nuist pracSkill comes
tice witli the arm movement.
to

writ-

from activity, from t'areful service.
Study the forms closely, botii large and
small, and thereby secure deiinite and serviceable mental inuiges with wiiich to direct the
hand. Tlie hand naturally inclines to the
reproduction of the form found in the mind.

impossible, yet it is not the all-imi)f>rtant
thing.
Form is the foundation, for without
it writing (if it can be said to be writing) is
utterly worthless and useless eflort.
You will do well, therefore, to bear con-

hand will be poor also. If the mind
image is clear and good, the band will endeavor, and usually succeeds in reproducing
a like product on paper.

movement

is

an important

factor, for witliout

ing

is

it

If the

the

mental picture

is jioor,

the jiroduct of
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Do not drop toward the line with the hist
stroke of the O, or it may resemble ^1. Make
the compound curve of the Q with deliberation until your nerve-directing machinery
l)ecomes somewhat accustomed to the new
form and motion. Do not begin the C^ with a
long starting stroke, or it may resemble E.
It is safer, under all circumstances, to begin
with a dot. Make the final stroke of G firm,
Make the first
or it may be taken for ^4.
half of i] relatively large, or it may ap]»ear
Do not drop far
like a poorly formed C.
below the line with the last stroke of A, or it
Do not loop the retracwill be taken for G.
ing angle, for it then in hurried writing reslight pause may be
sembles a narrow O.
made at the bottom of tlie first part of D.
may be made with or without raising
The
the pen. Do not make the second part too
of the print style.
low or it looks like
as i-egards
similar to the
Make the
and
There is no objection
pen-lifting, style, etc.
to using a loop instead of the retrace if you
prefer it. By making the beginning stroke'
straight it is sure to
of the second part of
retain its identity and to not be mistaken for
a, and that the latter may not be mistaken
for the former it siiould be closed at the
top or the second ])art curved and begun well
There are numerous methods of
to the left.
crossing the H, almost any of which are legil)le
Keep the first and second
and ])ractical.
fairly close or it may look
strokes of the

A

P

B

H

D

P

K

W

more like It than W.
Combining capitals strengthens execution
and frequently facilitates it.
The fourth i)aragra])h from the bottom of
the second plate should serve as a warning to
those who are inclined to be careless, anil to

who

are not critical observers of form.
Illegibility is not so much due to lack of skill
Illegible writing is wellas to lack of care.
nigh inexcusable.
The last two paragraphs suggest the almost
infinite variety of hands that may be developed for individual use. You owe it to yourself to have a handwriting that is as distinctly
your own as your face or hands. To realize
the great variety of styles that may be evolved
from the eight styles given, it must be recognized that the com])act hand may be written
quite angular or rounding, heavy or light,
large or small, slanting forward or backward
What is
at the various angles, or vertically.
true of the compact hand is true of each of
the others. Truly there is no end to variation.
When we look at writing in this broader
light how narrow and one-sided our |)ast efi'orts
seem! Truly there is no one thing that is
more valuable tluin all others as regards teaching writing and learning to write. Surely
there is no one way or style that is best for
all when there are such an infinite number of
ways and styles.
One-itiea methdds, imemovetuent jirocesses, one-form systems are
and of right ought to be well nigh things of
the past.

those

^ilvvtv^.
-RAYS are penetrating the dark
and dense parts of material
substances and revealing their
secrets and explaining their
forces.

The X-rays

of enlightened
are penetrating
the penmanship questions and revealing many
obscure things.
intelligence

One

of the

many

fanciful theories that has
is that of beauty
in business writing.
It is now generally conceded by practical business people that" ornament is an impediment rather than a requisite
in business writing.
They have observed
that many young people wlio enter business
write an ornate, fine style of penmanship, anil
that they rarely ever write rapidly enough or
surely enough to be of much service.
As a
consequence they are told to " cut them flourishes " and " hustle," and " look out for mistakes," rather than to attempt to "cut any

been cleared up and exploded

ca})ers " with the pen while working on those large books, at least.

more fancy

The

fact is, the more fanciful your writing
the less serviceable and speedy. The less
speedy it is the more accurate. The simpler
and plainer it is the more rapid and practical.

is

While the proprietors

of the Zanerian are
the business of producing ornament in
writing for professional purjioses, and teaching others to do so also, they know full well
that when writing is intended for the business
world it should be vastly different from that
which is intended to ornament the wall or
dazzle the eye of the prospective pupil or
aspiring artist.
in

Evidently proprietors of business schools
ought to know that ornament is out of the
question in business, but all do not. For,
every now and then we see someone still insisting that BEAUTY is an essential of business
writing.
A prominent teacher in the penmanship world not long since remai-ked that
in many things the methods employed in and
by the Zanerian were more businesslike than
in nine-tenths of our business schools.

This but emphasizes the fact that while we
are conducting an art school it is at the same
time more practical tium many so-called business schools.
We have handled the ornate in
writing long enough to know where it belongs
and where not, and we are free to say that its
place is not in the business world.
In the business world it takes writing to
express thouglit and record facts in the art
world it takes thought to express the characters used to represent beauty of form.
Business is one thing and Fine Art is ipiite another.
Fine Art in Business plays havoc with the
latter.
Husincss in Fine Art as often plays
equally as disastrous havoc with Fine Art.
;

The people need

and that
constantly sending
pupils out into the business world to teach.
is

practical writing,

what the Zanerian

is
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SIMPLE, SENSIBLE WRITINQ.
Number Pour.
have
tliis

IK) (loiilit

lli:U

[iic'si'iited

many
ill

noticed lieforu
ot' the roriiis

tliis Ht'ricH (if les-

sons are |iatternetl after tlie
type t'oriiis used in printing.
Tiiere are two important reasons for til is.
First, the a(h)pted forms are more jilain and less likely to
liei'ome ille<rilile when written rapidly or liy
Second, they are easier to
unskilled hands.
acquire, and on a whole, faster in execution.
Tlie cry to-day is not " faster writing," as
regarding the many, hut " more legible writneed swifter writing also.
ing,"
To
secure both we must modify, and tinally do
away altogether with our hitlierto standard
hand. We must do this because the styles in
use before the advent of simplijied penmanshiji were liased upon beauty and accuracy,
rather than uj)on legibility and speed, as the

We

new must

be.

the one essential element of writing, and it must be cousiilered before all
others.
You may consult all the standard
dictionaries, cyclopedias, and art publications
in the world and nowhere will you find that
writing is recognized as a tine art.
Instead,
they ail recognize it as a useful art. It is our
duty to see that it is such in fact as well as in
name, and that it is so improved as to keep
pace with the modern march of progress in
I'tility is

thought expression.
herewith presented are cerThe T and
tainly more business like than the old capital-stem or tish-hook forms, and what is so
much to be desired, they are easy of acijuirement. You needn't pitch into them like a
' bull into a china shop," but instead, get at
them deliberately. They are so simple that
you need not hurry the same as in the more
intricate styles.
Where forms are simple you
can " make haste slowly," you need not drive
the pen as fast as in the orthodox forms in
order to accomi)lish more. You save effort,
ami effort saving devises go hand in hand
with civilization, or we mistake their mission.

F

While many of the capitals are modeled
after the print styles, many more are but
uiodiiied and elevated small letters.
Where
the print style was difficult of execution and
slow, we have built upon the small letters.

The ^^ and 3/ are such examples. And they
are at once plain, rapid, and easy. These
letters can be i)roduced without })enliftings
or perceptible pauses.
may be finished similarly to the W,
The
as one is just about as easy and legible as the
other.
The [/and H^ are so simple in form

V

and execution that comment seems unnecessary.
If you prefer the H^ given in the previous lesson you need not practice iii)on this
one.
Be careful to drop well below the line
with the latter part of }'', and refrain from
dro])ping below the line with the U, or they
mav be taken one for the other.

Curve the first up stroke of ,] considerably, and make it upward rather than to the
right, or it may rescmbh' a 7'.
Also, come
well below the line with the loop.
Observe well the lirsl stroke of /and be careful to keep it nearly jiarallcl with the down
stroke or it may resemble a style of 2' used
by many. Tlie iS and L are ditliciill, especially the latter, because of their curves.
There
are other styles that we prefer, but they will
come later. The reason they were not "given
here is that as yet there are many who believe
them too plain and print-like to be classilied
witli script forms.
It is needless to say that
we consider the reason a poor one, but so long
as the prejudice exists we must recognize it if
we want our publications used. It is simply
a difference of opinion, and we know that
others have reasons for their beliefs as well as
ourselves.
There are many things, therefore,
given in this series that we do not believe to
be best, but we thought them tlie best for the
present. Next year we may think the opportunity has come to take the steps we deem
inadvisable now.

The Z and X, we believe, all will readily
accept as needed changes.
The pen mav
pause slightly, if preferred, at the angles o"f
the Z. The straight line of the A' should be
made upward, and may be made lirst or last.
The capital exercises are good for strengtii
of movement and speed.
Prac'tice them with
a brisk arm action, pausing at the tinish of
the Wand S and in the Z, if desired.
Study with diligent and critical care the
causes of illegilulity in the words and names
given in the two paragraphs below the center
of the second plate.
They are or should be
warnings. " Fore warned means fore armed"
holds good in the battle for good writing the
same as in the battle for life.
The three paragrajihs following give a few
suggestions as to the joining of capitals and
the writing of proper names. Study and experiment.
The three slants suggest the possibility of
variation in slant as well as in spacing, angle,
etc.
The time is here to recognize the fact
that writing may slant forward or backward
and be practical. It is not for us to dictate
what ]>articular slant you or any one else
shall use, because there is no one slant that is
best for all.
We have given a slightly slanting hand because most employ about the slant
given.
We have aimed at the many. As to
whether these lessons are in advance of others
that have been and are being given you must
be the judge. Time will make things clear.
We believe in waiting for the verdict.
NOTICE.

The

subscription

price

of

The I'enman's

Art Journal having been increased, the combination offers made by us for some time past
are now withdrawn.
Persons desiring to subscribe will now please order it direct from
headquarters, 202 Broadway, N. Y.
All
ought to take the Journal.
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HISTORICAL.
The Tenth Anniversary

of

the Pounding of the

Zanerian Art College, Columbus, Ohio.

OVKMHEK

FIHST, eighteen hundred and eighty-eight, is when
the Zanerian was ushered into
It started witli no
existence.
startling announcements, made
no great promises, and i)rofessed no cure-alls for the ills

It therethat jien mans hip seemed heir to.
fore created no mortgages or mill-stones to
keep it down or to hinder its progress. For
promises are not as easily i>aid as made. It
started with one student and one proprietor
the latter was to succeed.
ant! one purjtose
It
i)uri)osed to win by honest, persistent
Industry was its chief stock in trade,
effort.
backed by common sense and skill.
It was poverty-stricken in dollars, experience, and pedantry, but it won where money,
In fact,
experience, and skill had failed.
it attempted to rise when others were falling.
P>ut it never ])ushed others down that it might
profit by the failure.
It declared, instead,
that if it could not rise without belittling
For about that
others it would rather fail.
time the profession contained some great ]iro-

—

fessors.
Persons who professed and ])r<)mi8ed
almost anything to get a student's money.
We are glad the Zanerian has lived to see the
atmosphere somewhat purilied, and we think
we can say without egotism that no institution
has exerted as wide and good an influence
during the past decade as has the one above

named.
There seems

to have been no ]>ermanent,
national school of Pen Art until the Zanerian
became such. There were many schools of
Pen Art, but all were more or less sectional
and dependent ujion Business Colleges, Normal Schools, Colleges, or Universities for
sup]iort or patronage.
None were independent, distinctive, characteristic, national.
The profession contained men of ability,
but none with suiticient ambition, courage,
perseverance, pluck, industry, and talent in
sufficient (piantities to keep striking long
enough in one place to make it the recognized
headijuarters for knowledge and skill in the
line of the pen's art.

^d^£^<^~yin,yt£^

For it takes constant endeavor to win recognition and lasting results. .Spasmodic efforts
no matter how brilliant and daring, win only
tem]>oi'ary ap]>lause.
There is no talent more
worthy, and more lasting in its influence than

constancy.

We

do not wish

disparage talpurpose
and will th«y do not move mankind
they
do not build lasting institutions. This, then,
seems to have l)een and is the distinctive or
characteristic feature of the Zanerian: thai
industry, coupled with knowlcdgb, skill, and
uprightness is sure to roin lasting laurels.
The Zanerian has always placed skill on a
par with knowledge. One is just as honorable and important as the other.
It considers
that either alone is inefficient, but combined
they are invincible.
It believed that the
average normal, college, and university dealt
too exclusively with the head, gave too little
attention to the hand
the instrument of the
head, and it therefore formulated a course of
study as well as practice whereby the hand
should be trained as well as the head. It
went farther than that
by its dealing with
and conduct toward its pupils, it taught that
heart training was as important as head and
to

ent, intelle(?t, learning, but without

—

—

—

hand training combined.

The ])olicy of the Zanerian has ever been
to give instruction in those arts that are closely
allied with the pen and jjencii, with such
phases of the work that were in demand, so
that its students could find an honoralile and
remunerative market for their mental and

manual products.

For unless the hand

finds

opportunity to do that which the head and
heart dictate, it is only a (piestion of time
until it will do something it should not, or
becomes paralyzed from inactivity. The wisdom of the course and policy pursued by tlie
Zanerian is forcibly illustiated by the helplessness and inefficiency of many "college
graduates" and the efficiency of and demand
for its own students, whether they have gradluited or not.

At the time the Zanerian began

its

struggles

for existence and recognition (for it had struggles; enough, at least, to make it strong) educational institutions gave little or no attention
to the training of the hand, while, on the

other hand, Pen Art schools ignored (juite
completely mental training. The eye and the
hand were trained but the intellect (which is

